Beware Bobbitt! A Forgotten Essex Bogey
SIMON YOUNG
The small girl wakes in the night in the farmhouse. Outside, on the Essex marshes, the wind is
blowing up angrily and dawn is still hours away. At first she is not afraid. Her father is snoring
heavily on the other side of the room. But down in the kitchen there is a noise. There is the
light clattering of crockery, then heavy footsteps across the paving stones. The girl feels both
fear and exhilaration. There is only one explanation. Bobbitt, the goblin, has come to visit her
family ...
The previous paragraph is, in some senses, an outrageous imposition. There is no
reference in any medieval, early modern, modern or, indeed, contemporary writing to a
supernatural being called “Bobbitt” in Essex or for that matter anywhere else. But the present
author is nevertheless convinced that such a creature existed in the imagination of earlier
generations of Essex folk. And his evidence? Onomastics: the study of names, in this case the
study of personal names and placenames.
Let us start with the personal name “Bobbett”. “Bobbett” is “Little Bob”; “Bob” is
familiar as the diminutive of Robert; “ett” is a French or perhaps an Anglo-Norman diminutive.
The name is first attested in fourteenth century Suffolk (Hanks, Coates, and McClure, I, p.
267). It, then, survives into modern times as a surname: “Bobbett”, “Bobet”, “Bobbitt” or
“Bobit”. Nineteenth century records identify few Bobbet(t)s in East Anglia: the name – 183
individuals were recorded nationally in the 1881 census – is associated above all with
Gloucestershire and Somerset. However, with a slightly different spelling, the fifty six
Bobbit(t)s from 1881 cluster in East Anglia (I have taken these numbers from Archer
Software’s British 19th Century Surname Atlas, a CD- ROM based on the 1881 census).
There is nothing inherently supernatural about the name “Little Bob” and if this were
all, then the case for a supernatural Bobbitt would vanish. However, the occurrence of
“Bobbitt” in placenames must also be taken into account. I know of seven occurrences of
Bobbitt’s Holes: one in Suffolk and six in Essex. These are to be found at Goldhanger (1838
Tithe Returns, “Bobbetts Hole field”); Harwich (“Town Hall” – “Bobbett Hole”; see also a
1777 Map listed by the Essex Placename Project, “Bobits Hole”); Haybridge (“Groom” –
“Apply, Osborne, Bobbets Hole, Haybridge, Maldon, Essex”); Little Totham (“Dogs Raid” –
“Bobbit’s Hall, Little Totham”, corr. Hole?; “Bobbets Hole” on the 1839 Tithe Award);
Prittlewell (“Prittlewell”, “Bobbets Hole” formerly called Little Croomes); Wherstead (the
only Suffolk example of the name, “Deaths” – “the 4th November, at Bobbits Hole,
Wherstead”); and Wivenhoe (“Accident” – “Bobbett’s Hole near Wyvenhoe”; see also
Thompson, p. 115). The map (Figure 1) shows the distribution on or near the east coast. The
spellings, note, are, as is typical with microtoponyms, extremely unstable.
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Figure 1: Bobbittdom
These names are much more exciting – in supernatural terms – than the personal names
detailed above. When we see a personal name in a placename the natural conclusion is one of
ownership. Simon’s Hill, for example, would likely be so called because it once belonged to
someone called “Simon”. Thinking in these terms it is probable that a Bobbit’s Wood (there
was one at Yoxford in Suffolk) belonged to a man named “Bobbit”. The Bobbitt’s Holes,
though, are less straightforward.
In English placenames, “Holes” are frequently associated with supernatural beings.
There are, for example, several Boggart Holes in the north-west of England. There are,
likewise, many Boggle Holes in the North East. There are Fairy Holes, and Mermaid Holes, to
name just a few others. Holes (by which can be meant a depression, a cave, or a pool) are also
paired with other words: animals, colours, botanical references ... But they are rarely paired
with people’s names. For instance, in the late nineteenth, early twentieth century OS maps data
dump there are only two instances of “John’s Hole” (one in Kent, one in Aberdeenshire – see
GB1900.org). There are no occurrences of “Smith’s Hole” or “Jones’s Hole”. It is
inconceivable that seven places, in one small part of the country, were all named “Hole” for
landowners with the same rare name “Bobbitt”.
To try and give some east of England numbers for this I have used the documents
collated in the Essex Placename Project.1 There are about a hundred placenames with the
generic term “hole” collected there: exact numbers are difficult to compute because it is
sometimes unclear whether a placename is or is not the same location as one recorded in
another document. Four of these hundred are Bobbitt’s Hole names. The only other human
proper names recorded in conjunction with Essex holes are: Bayley, Martin, Meeps, Monks (or
is this monks?) and Wadley. There are several supernatural names: Devil’s Hole at Shalford;
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Hobbs Hole at Cranham; Little and Great Hob’s Hole at Great Warley (see also Reaney, p.
135); Hobs Hole at North Ockendon; Little Hob’s Hole at Roydon; Hobgoblin’s Hole at Great
Baddow; Konjons Hole at High Easter; Lobs Hole at Daggenham [sic]; and Marmaydes Hole
on the Colne.
Then, there is a final consideration with Bobbitt, which these other supernatural names
should bring to mind. One of the most important names in what Lewis Spence called “the minor
traditions of British mythology” was the fairy Hob who lived in holes, pools, and caves up and
down the country. “Hob” is, like “Bobbitt”, a diminutive of the name “Robert” (Wright, III,
pp. 183-184). This is probably also true of the bogey “Dobbie” (Bardsley, p. 25: found in
Westmorland, the north-east and parts of the south). Medieval and early modern Britons
evidently liked calling their fairies and bogies by some version of “Robert”; to which we could
usefully add “Robin Hood” and “Robin Goodfellow”. I have placed the Essex and Suffolk
“Hob” placenames known to me on Figure 1 (most Hob toponyms are to be found in a northsouth band of central England). I wonder whether “Bobbit” is not just a regional reflex of
“Hob” on the east coast.
There is an eighth Bobbitt Hole, a plunge hole on the Eno river in North Carolina. The
Eno River Association has written on their Facebook page: “There has long been a rumor the
hole is named for someone who drowned there. But we have found no documentation to that
effect”.2 The name joins other British supernatural names that crossed the Atlantic, at a date
when it is unlikely that “Hob” or “Bobbitt” were used as nicknames for men. These include
four North American Hob Holes, a Boggle Tree and a Bullbeggar in Virginia (Woodyard and
Young, pp. 62-65).
How old is the name “Bobbitt’s Hole” (or variants thereof)? The documentation I have
found is mostly from the nineteenth century: for Bobbit Hole in North Carolina I have not,
meanwhile, been able to go back before the Second World War. But microtoponyms like this
can survive for centuries without being recorded. In that light, note that “Bobbits Hole” at
Harwich appears on a map dated 1550 in the Guildhall, Harwich (see Figure 2).
Acknowledgements: Keith Briggs, Dave Cook, Davide Ermacora, Aileen Farnell, Chris
Woodyard, and Francis Young.
Notes
1. https://www1.essex.ac.uk/history/esah/essexplacenames/index.asp, accessed April 28th,
2021. The names that follow are all taken from the database.
2. Dave Cook, “Education and Outreach Coordinator”, confirmed this (personal
communication, August 14th, 2020): “When I came to the Eno in 1993 as the state park
superintendent, I was told the hole was named by someone who drowned there. I and others
have researched who this Bobbitt was that drowned but without finding even a hint.”
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Figure 2: Map dated 1550 in Guildhall, Harwich. Thanks to Aileen Farnell for the image
(personal communication, September 8th, 2020).
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